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►

Systematic approach to reduce engineering
iterations

►

Rapid feasibility assessment for effective part or
tool geometry modifications

►

Sensitivity analysis and identification of dominant
process and design parameters

►

Efficient springback reduction based on process,
product and geometry modifications

►

Optimized material utilization
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Software for Systematic Process Improvement
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AutoForm-Sigma

Influence of Process and Design Parameters on Forming Process

All modifications can be carried out based on
comprehensive information and can be easily visualized
through tailored post-processing functionalities using
AutoForm-Explorer. Systematic process improvement
carried out with AutoForm-Sigma increases stability and
reliability of the forming process.
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The software allows engineers to focus on the quality
target, which can be specified with regard to one or more
output variables from the simulation. Parameters which
have the most influence on the stamped part can be
identified by engineers during tool and process design,
enabling them to make the necessary adjustments and
thereby systematically improve the forming process.
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Design parameters which have the most influence on the stamped
part can be identified during tool and process design
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AutoForm-Sigma brings transparency to the forming process by
showing which parameters influence part quality and to what
extent
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AutoForm-Sigma provides all of the relevant information
to give the user an in-depth understanding of the
forming process and the necessary variations of process
and design parameters needed to ensure an efficient
process.
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During process engineering and tool design, engineers
define the stamping process, set up values for various
parameters (e.g. binder force, bead forces, lubrication),
define tool geometry (e.g. die/punch radii, addendum,
binder) and verify results. With the conventional
trial-and-error iterative approach, engineers go through
this process and correct their results as many times as
necessary until the most efficient result is achieved.
AutoForm-Sigma is the ideal replacement for this timeconsuming, conventional approach.
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AutoForm-Sigma enables engineers to systematically improve the forming process. This is achieved through
the variation of process and design parameters that are within a range which allows for safe process definition.
This definition is essential for the efficient production of stamped parts which meet quality standards.
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